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P O N S O N B Y

Tiny
House



I N T E R I O R

This miniature house may be small, but what it lacks in floor space it gives back in spades — 

by way of a great big chunk of lifestyle for Maureen Tan and Stephen Peters. 

The cabinetry of the kitchen, the end wall and two sliding doors on either side of the pantry 

(one leading to the bathroom, the other to the laundry, closet and storage) are made of 

bamboo panels from Plantation Bamboo. To achieve a light, bright feel to the interiors, 

WOCA Diamond Oil White protects the bamboo.

Architect: Macfie Architecture

Builders: Andy Rust from Custom Rust

Bamboo Panels: Plantation Bamboo

WOCA Denmark Diamond Oil Active (White): Design Denmark
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WOCA DIAMOND OIL ACTIVE (WHITE)
BAMBOO PANELS,  FLOORING

These days, the focus is on anti-fossil products: plant-based alternatives that don’t cost the 

Earth. Choosing penetrating oils instead of film-forming coatings to protect and beautify 

wood is the interior design equivalent of eating less meat or running an electric vehicle 

instead of a petrol one. 

Our WOCA Denmark Diamond Oil Active oils are plant-sourced oils that contain no 

unpleasant chemical isocyanates, exposure to which can cause occupational asthma and 

irritate the eyes, nose, throat and skin.

Oil is like a moisturiser for the wood helping to maintain its integrity. It doesn’t coat the 

timber but works from the inside out, penetrating the wood to nourish and protect it and 

enhancing its natural good looks. Especially when maintained with our WOCA Denmark 

Natural Soap.
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PRE PARE • TREAT  •  MAIN TAIN
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